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Announcements

● Exercise 1 is out, due January 26
● Individual submission on MarkUs, make sure you can login, 

if not let us know.
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Exceptions
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Behaviours of Python functions

So far, our Python functions have returned values or modified objects

if everything goes well and the function can complete successfully …

What if the function cannot complete successfully?

● calling s.pop() on an empty stack s
● evaluating  x = 3 / 0

In general, we want the program to be able to express something like “there is 
an error of some type and I’m not completing this function successfully!”

Also, we don’t want our program to crash all the time, we want to handle the 
error whenever possible. 4



Approach #1: return error code

● In some languages (e.g., C), functions return “special values” to signify 
errors.
○ e.g., UNIX functions return -1 to mean error

DEMO: 

no_error_handling.py  →  return_error_code.py
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Approach #1: return error code

● In some languages (e.g., C), functions return “special values” to signify 
errors.

○ e.g., UNIX functions return -1 to mean error

● Concerns with this approach:

○ It requires you to check the return value of every function you call.

■ this changes the flow of the program

○ It assumes there is an appropriate error value to return that won’t be 
confused with a real return value!

■ in return_error_code.py, when the randomly generated d = 5, the 
correct return value is -1, which is confused with the error code! 
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Approach #2: Use Exceptions

An exception is an object that indicates an exceptional situation (not necessarily 
a problem)

An exception can be raised during program execution, and when it is raised the 
control of the program is transferred to some exception handler.

Exceptions must be “caught” by an exception handler somewhere along the line, 
or your program will crash.

Exceptions allow you to structure code in a natural way so that error handling and 
recovery are isolated from the regular flow of your program. (We will see why).
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DEMO
some types of exceptions
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DEMO
raise some exceptions
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User-Defined Exceptions

You can make new types of exceptions by ...

inheriting from the Exception class
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Handling 
Exceptions
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Handling Exceptions

If a piece of code can raise an exception, you 
can put it in a try block.

You can have multiple except blocks that 
handle different types of exceptions

An except block “matches” a raised exception 
if the except block names the same class or 
a superclass of the exception
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This catches all possible exceptions, 
but it’s BAD practice. Don’t do it!



Execution with Exceptions

If no exception occurs, no except block is 
executed

If an exception occurs and an except block 
matches it, run the handling code in the 
except block, then execution continues 
following the enclosing try-except block.

If an exception occurs and no except block 
handles it, the exception propagates up the 
function call stack until it is handled or 
terminates the program.
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DEMO
Example of handling exception

e1.py
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DEMO
no_error_handling.py  →  use_exception.py
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returning error code VS using exception

VS

Error handling 
is isolated from 
the regular 
program flow.

Avoid the issue 
when -1 is a legit 
return value.



Tracing Exception Code (e2.py)
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Tracing Exception Code, again (e3.py)
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Hint: 
ArithmeticError is 
a superclass of 
ZeroDivisionError



DEMO
Tracking Exception Code

e2.py and e3.py
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Finally

A try block may also have a finally block

Code in the finally block runs regardless of 
whether there is an exception and 
regardless of whether that exception is 
caught.

It can be used for cleanup actions that 
must always occur.

DEMO: finally.py
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Why bother having finally?

We could just put clean-up actions outside after the try-except block, right?
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“clean up” is printed 
before crashing

it crashes and “clean up” 
is NOT printed 



Else

A try block may also have an else block.

Code in the else block runs exactly if no 
exceptions are raised in the try code.

DEMO: else.py
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Why bother having else?
Why not just put the lines in the “else” block in the “try” block, or outside the 
try-except block?

Example: Suppose we we want the following:

● open file2 only if file1 has been opened successfully
● if file2 does not exist, let it crash rather than catching the exception
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Python Idioms
read idioms.pdf
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